Introduction {#S0001}
============

In recent years, the morbidity and mortality of tumors show an evident upward trend. Cancer has become the leading cause of death in China. According to statistics, approximately 75% of patients with malignant tumors need physical therapy at different stages of their treatment. Physical therapy not only cures early malignant tumors but also relieves late pains and symptoms and improves the quality of life of patients.[@CIT0001] Hyperthermia is a common method of tumor physiotherapy. With the development of medical nanomaterials, nanomagnetic and radio frequency (RF) magnetic induction therapies have emerged. Intratumoral in situ injection or targeted aggregation method is used to specifically distribute nano magnetocaloric or RF heating nanomaterials to tumor tissues and add alternation.[@CIT0002] Through magnetic or RF field, nanomaterials produce tropical tumor tissues to accelerate tumor hyperthermia.[@CIT0003] Magnetic robots that can break through blood flow resistance and penetrate into the depth of lesion by an external magnetic field have been recently developed to send drug-carrying nanoparticles. These robots are useful in delivering therapeutic drugs into target tissues.[@CIT0004] In addition, nano-field effect transistor biosensors are based on charge changes and can detect trace biological markers associated with the early stage of tumors. Nano-field effect transistor biosensors has been widely used in nucleic acids, proteins, and other medical testing because of its high sensitivity and selectivity, high analysis speed, markup absence, miniaturization, and easy operation. Under the technical conditions of the normal restriction of heat source and nano drug, the normal tissue structure and the heat dissipation performance are good.[@CIT0005] Increased blood flow and other physiological reactions occur in normal tissues as blood vessels dilate when the body is under hot conditions, and the increased blood flow can take away the heat to maintain normal tissue temperature.[@CIT0006] Therefore, normal tissues cannot heat up in the alternating magnetic or RF field.

Application of Magnetic Nanomaterials in Tumor-Targeted Heat Therapy {#S0002}
====================================================================

With the development of medical nanomaterials, the emergence of nanomagnetic induction and RF magnetic induction therapies uses intratumoral injection or targeted aggregation method to distribute nanomagnetic heat or RF heating nanomaterials to tumor tissues. The role of the additional metamorphosis of magnetic or RF field is in the nanomaterial heat-producing tumor tissue, precisely heating the tumor through heat therapy. Under the technical conditions of a normal organization using the dual restriction of heat source and nanodrug, coupled with the normal organization structure, perfect cooling performance is good.[@CIT0007] Therefore, normal tissues cannot heat up in the intersection albeit magnetic or RF field. When the tumor tissue containing nanothermal particles located in the intersectional magnetic or RF field heats up, the automatic tracking of the motion target area and the realization of 4D tumor-appropriate heat therapy can be achieved.[@CIT0008],[@CIT0009] The nanosurface is modified to enhance CT or MRI image, allow ingress to the position of nanoparticles in real time, and carry chemotherapy drugs that can be automatically released when heat is encountered in tumor areas. At the same time, precise chemotherapy is achieved.[@CIT0010]

Among the many thermal therapy technologies (e.g., microwave, RF, and ultrasound), magnetic induction heat therapy based on magnetic nanomaterials is a new treatment developed in recent years. After entering the tumor tissue by using a magnetic medium through an additional cross-change magnetic field, a fever is sensed due to the Neel Glow and Brownian Glow effects, bringing the tumor tissue to a certain temperature (42 °C or higher) and inducing tumor apoptosis. A high temperature can increase the synthesis of shock protein and stimulate the formation of active immunity to achieve the effect of treating malignant tumors. Given the various advantages of magnetic induction heat therapy, such as unique target, minimally invasive, non-toxic side effects, apparent efficacy, the therapy gradually attracts the attention of local and international researchers.

At present, only a few subject groups at home and abroad have done relevant research on animal models in targeting magnetic induction thermal therapy induced by magnetic nanomaterials ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). Gherardi et al[@CIT0011] increased its magnetic properties by assembling magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles into magnetic nanoclusters measuring from 60 nm to 100 nm and further synthesizing folic acid molecules on their surfaces, making them the target. By injecting this magnetic nanocluster (48 smol /kg through tail veins) into the mice, Baker et al[@CIT0012] actively targeted the tumor site and placed it inmagnetic field after a concentration of 24 h (frequency = 230 kHz, power = 2.4 kW). The results revealed that after the cross-change in magnetic induction heat therapy, the surface temperature of the mouse tumor became 6 °C higher than that of other sites. After many attempts of heat therapy, the growth of tumors in mice was evidently inhibited. Ji et al[@CIT0013] injected PEG-based magnetic nanoparticles into the tail veins of mice, causing the researchers to target cumulative concentrations in the tumor of approximately 1.9 mg Fe/g. After a two-minute continuous process at high frequency and strong magnetic field (980 kHz, 38 kA/m), the surface temperature of the mouse tumor increased to 60 °C and caused heat ablation in the tumor tissue, causing the tumor to subside. Ji et al[@CIT0013] prepared a single-packet, PEG-coated fusion of magnetic manganese-zinc ferrite nanocrystals with nuclear shell structure. They repeatedly gave a certain dose of this magnetic nanocrystal to the mouse tail through intravenous injection. After blood circulation, magnetic particles passively targeted the concentration of mouse tumor tissue. Through the multiple heat therapy of the tumor body, the surface of the tumor tissue could reach approximately 43 °C, thus effectively inhibiting the growth of the tumor.Figure 1Diagrams of magnetic nanoparticles (**A**) Magnetic nanoparticles are heated under alternating magnetic field (ACMF); (**B**) ACMF installation. Reprinted with permission from Yoo D,Lee JH,Shin TH,Cheon J. Theranostic magnetic nanoparticles \[J\]. *Acc. Chem. Res*. 44(10):863--874. Copyright (2011) American Chemical Society.[@CIT0048] 

However, limited to the current technology, targeted magnetic induction thermal therapy still faces great difficulties, such as the comprehensive performance of magnetic nanomaterials is not ideal, tumor-target accumulation efficiency is low, and tumor area is difficult to achieve through effective temperature treatment. To enhance this kind of targeted magnetic induction heat therapy and make it widely used in biomedical and medical clinical fields, the performance of magnetic nanomaterials must be improved. The high performance of magnetic nanomaterials generally includes high magnetism, high magnetic thermal effect, biocompatibility, accurate tumor-targeting ability, and long-cycle capability of in-vivo transportation. Therefore, the methods of the controlled preparation and surface modification of high-performance magnetic nanostructures must be designed, developed, and optimized.[@CIT0014] The selection criteria of magnetic nanomaterials for thermal therapy, such as high performance, good biocompatibility, and active target magnetic nanomaterials, remain as key factors. Their appearance can efficiently achieve high heat production and reduce drug dose, thus decreasing the toxic side effects on the body and reducing the retention in the liver, spleen, and other organs. The targeting of magnetothermal therapy, achievement of intracellular hyperthermia, even heating of the tumor, and thorough and effective killing of tumor cells must be improved.[@CIT0015]

Bulgarian researchers used magnetic materials to transmit heat to the tumor. They found that the specific absorption rate of tumor cells into destructive heat depends on the diameter and composition of nanoparticles.[@CIT0016] Traditional cancer treatments, such as pancreatic, brain, and liver tumors, are treated with chemotherapy, radiation, and surgery; but the survival rate is low. The researchers used an interlude magnetic field to activate magnetic nanoparticles, which are closely delivered to tumor cells. Heat therapy is effective if nanoparticles are well absorbed by tumor cells, rather than by cells in healthy tissues. The researchers also combined nanometer hydroxyapatite with magnetic nanometer iron tetroxide particles to produce a new spherical composite material, which can warm up to 45 °C in a short time under an external magnetic field. Therefore, the magnetothermal effect of this material can be used to treat tumors. Xu[@CIT0017] combined calcium phosphate bone cement with nano-iron tetroxide to prepare a magnetic calcium phosphate bone cement. The researchers injected the material into the mouse model of breast cancer under the guidance of ultrasound. The maximum temperature on the tumor surface could reach approximately 75 °C under the effect of an external magnetic field. The tumor on the body surface of the nude mice almost disappeared after 15 days. The effectiveness of reforestation depends on the specific absorption rate.[@CIT0018] The researchers studied several nanoparticles, such as iron oxide made of ferrite, with added small amounts of copper, nickel, manganese, and cobalt atoms.[@CIT0019] Magnetic heat therapy based on these particles, including mouse and cell cultures, uses two different heating methods.[@CIT0020] These methods are directly or indirectly coupled with the magnetic moments of magnetic particles through the magnetic field in terms of how they generate heat.[@CIT0021] Tumor absorption turns out to be largely dependent on the diameter of the nanoparticles only if the material is horizontally added high enough and the diameter does not exceed the set maximum size (cobalt adds up to 14 nm, copper 16 nm). Subsequently, absorption rate increases with the particle size. Nanoparticles that can be used in location and targeted therapy for tumors are summarized in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Nanomagnetic Materials Used in Tumor Location and TreatmentNP StyleCellEffectMechanismReferenceFerrite oxide NPs (add small amounts of copper, nickel, manganese, or cobalt atoms)Mouse cancer cellAbsorption rate of cancer increases with the particle sizeInterlude magnetic field Magnetic heat therapy[@CIT0020] and [@CIT0023]Miniature magnetic robotDepths of tumors or other lesionsBreak through blood flow resistanceSend nanoparticles carrying drugs to the depths of tumors or other lesions[@CIT0024]Microfluidic system (artificial whiplash)Simulated vascular channelExternal magnetic fieldCombining the size of 200 Nanopolystyrene particles are pushed into the target tissue at almost twice the depth of the immersion tissue[@CIT0003]Magnetic bacteriaTarget tumorsThe bacteria, which produce iron oxide, rotating magnetic field is applied to a specific directionCan quickly push nanoparticles to the target tissue[@CIT0018]Magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles, magnetic nanoclusters, folic acid moleculesMouse cancer cellCross-change magnetic induction heat therapyThe growth of tumors in mice was obviously inhibited.[@CIT0017]PEG-based magnetic nanoparticlesSurface of the mouse tumorHeat ablationTumor to subside[@CIT0047]Fusion magnetic manganese-zinc ferrite nanocrystalsMouse cancer cellHeat therapyEffectively inhibiting the growth of the tumor[@CIT0013]PSA-ACT,PSA antibodyPSA-ACT, graphene field-effect transistor biosensorPSA-ACT can be captured by PSA antibody.[@CIT0021]Nanoparticles, NPs, graphene, rGO-NPsPSA-ACT in the serum sampleIncrease the surface area ratioImprove the sensitivity of the sensor[@CIT0008]Platinum particles, HER3 genetically engineered scFv, tumor marker HER3Tumor marker HER3Single-chain antibodiesSolve the Debye length problem of the sensor[@CIT0009]Polymethyl methacry- late, carboxylated multi-walled carbon nanotubes/reduced graphene oxideEarly detection of tumorsConstruct field-effect transistors; and CA125 aptamers were modified as capture probes on the conductive channel.G-FET biosensors have such good sensitivity and specificity.[@CIT0016]Few-layer graphene, PPy-NDFLGVEGF expressionN-doped graphene, PPy-NDFLG by using polypyrrole as an N source and a chemical vapor deposition productionEnhance the affinity of the capture probe[@CIT0027]

Magnetic Nanorobots Can Transport Nanodrugs Deep into Tumor Tissues {#S0003}
===================================================================

The international scientific team at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology has designed a miniature magnetic robot that can break through blood flow resistance and send drug-carrying nanoparticles to the depths of tumors or other lesions. Nanoparticle drugs possess many benefits in the treatment of diseases, such as tumors. However, barriers such as vulnerability to blood flow and difficulty in deep tissue, exist.

A recent study published in the American Journal of Scientific Progress shows that the 3D-printed robot is about the same size as cells with a structure similar to bacterial whiplash that drives the robot forward.[@CIT0022] The surface of the robot is coated with a layer of nickel-titanium alloy, which can be controlled by an external magnetic field to penetrate the lesion.

Researchers have designed a microfluidic system that simulates the vascular environment around the tumor. The artificial flagella of the robot begins to rotate into a 200 micron wide simulated vascular channel that carries fluid through the pores when an external magnetic field is applied it. Thus, the combined sizes of 200 nanopolystyrene particles are pushed into the target tissue at almost twice the depth of the immersion tissue, which is almost twice as deep as the robot without the help of a magnetic field.[@CIT0023]

The team has also enabled the direct use of magnetic bacteria present in nature instead of magnetic robots to deliver anti-cancer drugs. The bacteria, which produce iron oxide, can quickly push nanoparticles to the target tissue when a rotating magnetic field is applied in a specific direction.[@CIT0024] The researchers explain that the nanoparticles used in the study are large enough to carry heavy loads, such as the "gene scissors" system CRISPR. Subsequently, animal experiments have been conducted.

Application of Nano-Field Effect Transistors in the Detection of Tumors {#S0004}
=======================================================================

The rapid development of nanomaterial preparation technology can be observed in recent years. Many high-performance nanomaterials are used in medical testing, such as silicon nanowires, graphene, and disulfide. The continuous convergence of physics, chemistry, and biology has led to the continuous development of new biosensors based on different principles, such as fluorescent biosensors based on fluorescent changes, surface plasma resonance sensors based on mass changes, and nano-field effect transistor biosensors based on charge changes. These biosensors play an important role in bedside disease detection. Among them, nano-field effect transistor biosensor has been widely used in nucleic acids, proteins, and other medical testing because of its high sensitivity and selectivity, high analysis speed, no markup, miniaturization, and easy operation. These advantages are especially suitable for the early diagnosis of tumors.[@CIT0024] High sensitivity and selectivity can enable the sensor to detect trace markers associated with the early stage of tumors. Through analysis, miniaturization, and simple operation, the rapid detection of tumors can easily be achieved at an early stage.[@CIT0025]

Structure and Working Principle of Nano-Field Effect Transistors {#S0004-S2001}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Nano-field effect transistor biosensor structure includes the source leakage bipolar and the conductive material between the poles. These conductive materials are silicon nanowire, graphene, disulfide, and other nanomaterials. The substrate material and silver chloride act as gates in nanomaterials for modifying various biological capture molecules to detect the target biomolecules. The detection mechanism of nano-field effect transistor biosensors mainly includes charge-doping and electrostatic effects.[@CIT0026] When a charged biomolecule is close to the surface of a nanomaterial, the biomolecule affects the charge density of the nanomaterial. The conductivity of the nano-field effect transistor or the offset of the Dirac dot (lowest conductivity) is also affected.[@CIT0027] In addition, the biomolecule seqr is detected by change softening electrical signals ([Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 2Map of the nanomaterial field-effect transistor (**A**) Structure of the nanomaterial field-effect transistor; (**B**) The Change of the function of the nanomaterial field-effect transistor before and after detection. Reprinted with permission from Stine R,Mulvaney SP,Robinson JT,Tamanaha CR,Sheehan PE. Fabrication, optimization, and use of graphene field effect sensors\[J\]. *Anal Chem.* 85(2):509--521. Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society.[@CIT0049]

Application of Nano Field-Effect Transistors for the Identification of Tumor Maker {#S0004-S2002}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The early detection and treatment of tumors provide important help. However, problems regarding the early detection of tumors in nano field-effect transistors are present.[@CIT0028] The detection of actual samples remains poor, and additional tests are conducted in a buffer solution.The limited functionalization of the surface of nanomaterials limits sensor sensitivity and specificity.The performance of homogeneity among nano field-effect transistors is difficult to guarantee.

To solve these problems, researchers must explore other nanomaterial functional methods and field-effect transistors to prepare large-scale cheap preparation methods. With the efforts of researchers, nano field-effect transistors play important roles in the early detection of tumors and in other medical testing fields.[@CIT0029] The application of field-effect transistor biosensors based on silicon nanowire, graphene,[@CIT0030] and molybdenum disulfide to tumor-related protein tumor markers is introduced. The superior electrical properties and large-scale and inexpensive preparation of nanomaterials provide great advantages for the construction of high-sensitive, selective, and inexpensive rapid-detection microsystems,[@CIT0031] especially in the early detection of tumors through nano field-effect transistor biosensors. Ultra-high sensitivity, excellent specificity,[@CIT0032] and anti-interference ability are important properties for the early diagnosis, early detection, and treatment of tumors.

Doughton et al[@CIT0033] used graphene-field-effect-tube biosensor to detect prostate specific antigen antichymotrypsin (PSA-ACT). When the PSA-ACT to be tested is added to the sensor detection area, the PSA antibody is modified on the surface of the reduced graphene. In addition, PSA-ACT can be captured by the PSA antibody. Considering that PSA-ACT has a charge, it can cause the Dirac point of the sensor transfer specific curve to shift. The higher the concentration of PSA-ACT, the faster the shift of the Dirac point. The larger the deviation, the antigen content can more likely be calculated according to the deviation of the Dirac point. The detection limit of the sensor is as low as the flying mole.[@CIT0034] The detection range spans six orders of magnitude. The sensor also has high sensitivity and specificity for PSA-ACT in serum samples.[@CIT0035] To improve the detection sensitivity of the sensor, Arriortua et al assembled nanoparticles and NP-encapsulated graphene into rGO-NPs to increase the surface area ratio and improve sensor sensitivity. Antibodies of human epidermal growth factor receptor-2 (HER2) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) were immobilized on rGO-NPs. The detection limits of HER2 and EGFR are respectively 1 pmol/L and 100 pmol/L and are highly specific.[@CIT0036]

Badrigilan et al deposited platinum particles on the graphene surface. HER3 genetically engineered scFv on platinum particles were then modified to detect tumor marker HER3. Platinum particles can increase the body surface ratio, and the use of single-chain antibodies can solve the Debye length problem of the sensor.[@CIT0037] The sensor can detect 300 fg/mL HER3 at a minimum, and the detection range is 300 fg/mL--300 ng/mL, which has great advantages in bedside detection.[@CIT0038] Cardoso et al used G-FET to obtain the real-time detection of tumor marker CEA.[@CIT0039] When the concentration of the added CEA was high, the output current further changed, and CEA was quantitatively detected by the change of current.[@CIT0040],[@CIT0041]

Zeng et al[@CIT0042] used polymethyl methacrylate as a flexible substrate and carboxylated multi-walled carbon nanotubes or reduced graphene oxide as channel materials to construct field-effect transistors. CA125 aptamers were also modified as capture probes on the conductive channel. The aptamer sensor can detect a minimum of 5.0 U/mL × 1010 U/mL CA125. The sensor has a good correlation with the results of traditional enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay and has high sensitivity. G-FET biosensor is used in the early detection of tumors because of its high electron mobility, specific surface graphene area, good sensitivity, and specificity. However, the zero band gap characteristics of graphene limit its ability to detect biomolecules. Therefore, further improvement is necessary.[@CIT0043]

Feng et al[@CIT0044] employed the N-doped graphene method of adjusting the band gap called polypyrrole conversion nitrogen-doped minority graphene (PPy-NDFLG) by using polypyrrole as an N source and a chemical vapor deposition production through micro and nanofabrication. A PPy-NDFLG-FET was prepared through a process. The expression of VEGF plays an important role in tumor growth and metastasis. The authors used VEGF RNA aptamers as capture probes to modify graphene to further enhance the capture probe affinity. The use of the surface, PPy-NDFLG, and VEGF aptamers greatly improves the detection performance of the sensor in actual samples.

Conclusions and Perspectives {#S0005}
============================

The advantages of nanomaterials in the treatment of oncology are that magnetic, optical, or special construction specially exist in nanoparticles. When these materials are combined with the ligands of specifically targeted tumors, including small molecular, peptides, and mAbs, these nanomaterials can target the biomarkers and vasculatures of tumors with high sensitivity and specificity. Over recent years, great progress has been made in the production of nanoprobes for the imaging of molecules, targeted nanomaterials for the treatment of cancers, and nanodevices for the early diagnosis of cancers. This review shows that nanomaterials have made great contributions to cancer diagnosis and treatment.

Moreover, microrobot devices (nanorobots) can be designed using molecular tools, which can locate and recognize cancer cells in vivo.[@CIT0045] Nanorobots carry a biosensor that can recognize cancer cells and release anti-cancer drugs when they encounter cancer cells, thereby inducing cell apoptosis. During the treatment with nanorobots, external devices can be used to monitor their activities in vivo. Considering that a broad spectrum of anticancer drug has not been discovered, computer programs can be used to match cancer types with the most appropriate reagents. In addition, nanorobots can be used in healthy people for early cancer diagnosis and prevention. However, certain challenges in the application of nanomaterials remain unsolved.

The nano-field effect transistor is a biosensor based on charge changes and detects biological markers associated with the early stage of tumors with high sensitivity. Nano-field effect transistor biosensor has been widely used in detecting nucleic acids, proteins, and other medical testing because of its high sensitivity and selectivity, high analysis speed, markup absence, miniaturization, and easy operation. For example, G-FET achieves the real-time detection of tumor marker CEA by quantitatively detecting the change in current.[@CIT0046] These data show that nano-field effect transistors can be used in the early diagnosis of various tumors.

Nanomagnetic materials, magnetic nanorobots, and nano-field effect transistors have underwent several attempts and exerted potent effects on various cancer treatments in animal models and humans clinical trials. However, the therapeutic effects of these agents need improvement. In addition, the safety of these therapeutic and diagnostic agents should be considered.
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